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Nghia si ca tntt

                   I live, but I don't live, God lives in me. (Paul) Nghia Sy is one of the most mature branches in the Holy Spirit Kids line. Nghia Sy people need to have basic goodness such as hard work, honesty, courage, love, help, learning, kindness and loyalty, so that they can create a lot of useful things for others and for
themselves. Nghia Sy's sector shrouded children aged 14 to 17. The people who godfathered the Knights were Paul, who was nicknamed Er00. Following His example, The Sy's slogan is Conquest: Conquer yourself, conquer nature, conquer the world. Nghia Sy conquers herself with determination and perseverance,
conquering nature with the professional abilities that are in every way, and conquering the world with the charity and the light of Jesus eu eu eu eu. Eu. This light is shown through a bright yellow scarf on the shoulders of each child, and is introduced in the world with your words and actions. At Wizard School, you also
learn a lot of Bibles. From there, you can use your own words and plant to teach much Good News back to God. Their activities include healthy games and a variety of courses. The Bible courses consist of biographies and journeys of goodwill of the sacred people, as well as about the letters he wrote to the
congregations at the time. In addition, they also begin to learn how to figure out and share God's word, as well as different ways to pray, such as Hymn, read the Holy Gulf, reconciliation rituals.... Cymism's religious life focuses greatly on parts of Mass and the meaning of rituals during the Mass. Holy Spirit Day is also an
integral part of educating Religious Life for Masters. Christ the King's Representatives with wholesale numbers above almost 25 children under the guidance of the Chiefs. In adulthood, the Sy industry can provide a lot of support for almost representation as well as those around them, know how to create a healthy and
encouraging atmosphere during time of activities, making children, as well as industry leaders always feel comfortable . Especially among the brothers and sisters of The King's Kor Christ, in addition to the combination of their friends, they also had a close friendship with each other and were very close to the Chiefs. May
you keep the friendship you have built in that corpdial arm, and from there you will be a passionate Chairman for the Representative in particular and for the Movement in general. * Cuoc Doi Thieu Nhi - written by Tri Phan &amp; Yen Nguyen [lyrics] [listen] * Nghia Si Len Duong - written by Vu Van Duc [lyrics] [listen]
*Satan &amp; God - put forward by Christina Nguyen *Dart Exam – put forward by Bao/Phil *Isa's 8th Day – put forward by Tr. Tuan *E-N-G-L-I-S-H – put forward by Christina Nguyen *Parable of the Bible: Author &amp; Farmer - put forward by Christina Nguyen *St. John Bosco - December: Week 1 - put forward by Tr.
Mr. *Having a Midday Meal With God – put forward by Tr. Tuan*Kesyukuran – put forward by Christina Nguyen *Are You Unless I Am Damaged – put forward by Christina Nguyen *Step of Devotion 3 in How To Recover from Disaster – put forward by Christina Nguyen Nghia Si Ca Vui len NS doi day diem phuc/Hon
thanh xuan said niem ly tuong high away Vi Nghia Si ra in la di phuc/ Duong xa bong Chua dang , mot da trung kien / Tinh bang huu chan thanh mot da swing kien Ton quy trach nhi nguong song song victims Nghia Si Viet Nam san to hang page / In the cave sach two va quyet tien charcoal stone Lua burn nau tam cang
warehouse Mam thieng ta sow khap noi far from gan Ly tuong sieu nhieu thanh tam yeu man / Father name for nuoc cha try den Noi guong nhiet thanh phaolo / Finished fur duong lam general phuc am. NS-1 / Singer Joy to Sy Nghia this happy life. Young souls are drunk on distant high ideals. For the sake of leaving is
to conquer. The faithful young life is sacredly warm. Perhaps faithful hearts are faithful. True friendship is firm and steadfast. Respecting the responsibility to live an example of sacrifice. Nghia the Vietnamese were able to be big, clean and vibrant and determined to come forward. The fire of the spirit of burning mind does
not stop, the sacred germs that we sow everywhere near and far. Occult ideals sincerely appreciate. Daddy's name is bright. Follow paul's example. He went on his way to give a description of the gospel. NS-2 / Close together, give chau the love of humanity. each other's love do not cheat. Together, give each other this
human being a gaze. Love for each other builds human love. a/ Although the forest changes green leaves, even shallow seas. We still love each other forever. b/ Either, hills or mountains go. Either way, the sky has no clouds. We still love each other forever. c/Either, spring does not have fresh flowers. Although the
forest has no birds. We still love each other forever. NS-3 / We'll love this. I've met in all my way. Love is a love affair. Cheers resonate at this place. b/Love is the love we share. Give the descendants of life a joy. Love is mourning the soul. We cement the joy everywhere. NS-4/Vocal For Equality together for heaven.
Then we mix the dance beats with laughter. Then tomorrow it's raining and the wind still loves life. I have a heart to smile. Aaa. NS-5/ Go for God's mission to be taught in the old days. Le-Vi, why are you sorry? Follow me, take the wrong lifesaving load (E. Let's go along, go for a mission. Let's get along, save our lives.
NS-6 / Friends Meeting Day a / We brothers and sisters. We're siblings. We're of all kinds of things. We came here to build love. b/ We are Brother Am. We aurora bore. Illown around the world. Children swear to always sacrifice. The name of God's son in heaven is the ynastic of salt in the world. NS-7/Road is a thorn
road, a hard way is the way to advance the mind, then the flower road is way into darkness, cold roads and bad luck in people's lives decreasing. DK: We walked in the course of our homeland, going towards the wind to love each other. We walk in a dry country without a drop of rain that absorbs softly once, all the way
through the heart. NS-8/ Reclaiming My Life as a blooming flower of love. Great love, He gave me to build a happy life together. He became a witness in the middle of the world. No matter how many thorns, despite the turbulence, are still firmly conquering to keep the faith. Sorry! Something wrong Is your network
connection unstable or outdated browser? 1. National Anthems of VietnamThis, Standing and river answering mountains, let's go alone and sacrifice any regrets. For the future of the country along with smoke, how to make mountains and rivers from now on are always sustainable. Although it is on a sword, water for
blood digs the press. Race, when shifting needs to be resolved, the people always take care of their minds, majesticly deciding to fight to make southern voices forever. Citizen, donate yourself under the flag. Citizens, quickly making beaches, escaped the destruction, a glorious breed worthy of thousands of years of
seeded Lac Hong.2. Tan Hanh Cat Nhi Vietnam's children stand in the new period, according to the so-called Church and homeland voice. Equipped with courage with new spirits, Vietnamese youth are eager to build the next generation. Accompanying Children, joined by Christ.The Source of Holy Life is the ideal of
Kids today! Vietnamese children are determined in a new phase, environmental sanctification falsifies extraordinary abilities. By praying for new sacrifices and atmosphere, Vietnamese youth brought God to young people everywhere.3. I was like green kindergarten, always laughing and always obediently living a
childhood.Vowing to follow Jesus' example in childhood, under the shadow of the flag, I brought God to childhood.4. Children, like a thousand rays of eye light, at dawn come a source of warmth. Young children, you are beautiful as sunflowers, fresh as spring winds, bring peace to everyone. Little kid, eyes looked at me
like a star, a smile on the dark lips. The little kid, I am a Gospel fighter, is hard to bear, happy to bring God to him.5. Singer Nghia CaVui to the sense of life full of happiness. Young souls are drunk at distant ambitions. To pass Nghia is to conquer. A young life of warm sacred faithful. Perhaps faithfulness is faithful.
Friendship, sincerity and perseverance. Respects responsibility for living an example of sacrifice. Nghia Si Vietnam is willing to be big, clean and enthusiastic and determined to go forward. Fire the spirit of cooking the liver in earnest. The sacred sprouts I sow anywhere near and away. Supernatural ambitions sincerely
appreciate it. My name is bright, my country comes in. Follow paul's example of silence, and make way to testify to the Gospel.6. The song under the shadow of the flag exeples Knight faithful. For the love of God I swear to do. Bring faith to the Sky. The Knight lives in for example. It was the late Knight. to fight, for a
house of faith to set a high example, I congratulate myself, to the Church of birth. As Knight, trying to fight, take comfort in honor of rivers and peace everywhere, for Vietnam respect. In the shadow of the flag following the example of Mary and the Southern Way of Son. For a peaceful and prosperous Nation. Knight
deserves the name hero.7. The Head of Jesus the Supreme Leader, please teach me to make noble sacrifices, to the minister to God, and to help others. Please teach me to sacrifice without paying back, always rushing without fear of storms, beautiful fathers in heaven, love with everyone.8. Captain Jesus tied Jesus for
good, day and night, all blessings for my team. Help my delegates if the apostasy is enthusiastic, developing a god of water saving souls. My life sacrifice has no difficulty. A charity that energizes the love of God loves people in earnest. Every day we give you all your life. Worthy apostasy Jesus.9. Today I offer to God,
God, to accept our hearts. All the hardships, we prayed to the Pope in the early hours of 10 days. In the afternoon, Jesus, I offered thanks to Mary, who offered to God, offering thank you, offering my whole body. The things I did, the words I asked, along with all the difficulties I've endured over the past day. Along with
darkness, Jesus Maria, the son of harmony, offered to a very large place. God bless, sleep a peaceful night, soul in a beautiful body.11. Call fire, come on, light up in the murky night of darkness, how much concern. Coming to the fire, lighting it up, bringing a thousand glorious joy.12 Hello, Sacred Fire O oh oh, oh
umbrellas. The fire ilitted my soul-enthusiastic. Sacred fire, lonely music, lonely music, fire illigging the night, brother, let's sweep together (applause 3). Sacred fire illimbers the dark night. The fire ilested their cool hearts. Lasting the sacred fire, I'm happy to bring the Divine fire to everyone's heart. Oh oh oh, oh oh
umbrella.13. Bringing the fire back to TimThe the night fell under the light of the fire gradually fading, our brother liked to follow the rampant fire. My heart is insulted with so many enthusiastic love affairs. Flames melt tonight. sacred fire burns silently for thousands of generations. Farewell to all the ways I swore to spread
the sacred fire all over the place. May the Divine fire burn the hearts of everyone tomorrow.14. Before eating, may God open our hands to bless, for us to use, for us to use this food.15. The Bible after eating God's Grace of Life forever, has fed us the soul today. May God forever and shine, down to all singing
blessings.16. Goodbye, our hands are happy to continue on duty. Don't forget this time. Cheer your hands up. Iron liver is melancholy. Happy to go melanchy in the eyes. Besides each other I missed each other all the time.17. God's word is a shining light on all species. God's Word is a light that takes me into life.1. I'm
happy to walk in peace, not worried about storm day.2. Today I run peacefully, my future is clear tomorrow.18. Accept God's Word, accept God's word, how much joy. Accept God's grace, sister, for trying to put it in your heart. I remember that God loved me. He loved me without beaches, He loved me forever.19.
Children's slogans, prayers, sacrifices, apostasy. The child's slogan continues to flush. Praying, making sacrifices as apostites. Children's slogans never forget.20. Love Story • There's a guy you go to the village. I met the baby. Come here he tells the story of love.• Once, when old (old) is old, promised by God. A
Father's son's jesus came to earth as a human being.• For the rest of his life for thirty years as a devoant person suspended a good example. Two or three years later I was born to teach a word.• In the middle of all words, it was weird, but it was the best. Love you as yourself.• Whether you are someone you love, or who
doesn't like it, always likes to be equally the words of Teacher.• Conclude the story, brothers, I pray that God always gives love, gives the life a lot of beauty.• Forming a very round circle, we are moaned together. , resonate all the lyrics. Praise in love. Trade.
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